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Edgar Mitchell was the Lunar Module Pilot for Apollo 14

!-Note-! - this is not a new statement from Dr Mitchell -Â it's one he's been discussing for many years. It's only now the
media have decided to sit up and take notice.

Aliens
have contacted humans several times but governments have hidden the
truth for 60 years, the sixth man to walk on the moon has claimed.

Apollo
14 astronaut Dr Edgar Mitchell, said he was aware of many UFO visits to
Earth during his career with NASA but each one was covered up.

New comments from Shuttle Science Officer.

Science Officer Views Shuttle Rendezvous with 8ft ET live @ NASA

Press Release - July 24, 2008
Apollo
Astronaut Again ConfirmsÂ an Extraterrestrial Presence Engaging the
Human Race
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Dr
Mitchell, 77, said during a radio interview that sources at the space
agency who had had contact with aliens described the beings as 'little
people who look strange to us.'Â

Washington, DC - Apollo 14
Astronaut Dr. Edgar Mitchell (PhD MIT) has once again stated clearly that
high ranking civilian and military officials have over the years confirmed
to him the UFO phenomenon in part is the consequence of a non-human
intelligence engaging the planet earth and the human race.Â Â
Further, he confirmedÂ an extraterrestrialÂ vehicle crashed in
Roswell, New Mexico in 1947 placing in the hands of the U. S. Government
potentially transformative technology.Â

{youtube}4w82QPiuijU{/youtube}

Fox News

{youtube}yhtDB0s4OKg{/youtube}

Actual Interview

Â

These reassertions were made
on a July 4, 2008 CNN Larry King Live program.Â Â As
usual, the American media did not find this newsworthy and there was little
follow-up coverage.

However, when he repeated and expanded his
remarks on a London radio station on July 23, the result was an explosion
of international coverage which will almost certainly spill back into the
United States.
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PRG executive director, Stephen Bassett, stated,
"Dr. Mitchell is only the tip of the iceberg.Â Â There are
scores of military and civilian agency witnesses ready to testify under
oath before a congressional hearing and reveal the most important
information in human history to a public that no longer believes anything
the U. S. Government has to say on this matter."Â Â

"But to be quite blunt, the very fact a man of Dr.
Mitchell's stature and accomplishments has repeatedly asserted the
reality of an extraterrestrial presence is in and of itself sufficient
basis for full hearings, and furthermore, every political and science
reporter from every paper of record in this nation should be on the
phoneÂ to thisÂ man today."

Apollo 14 astronaut claims aliens HAVE made contact - but it has been covered up for 60 years

From Daily Mail, UK

Â
Â

He said supposedly real-life ET's were similar to the traditional image of a small frame, large eyes and head.

Chillingly,
he claimed our technology is 'not nearly as sophisticated' as theirs
and "had they been hostile", he warned 'we would be been gone by now'.

Dr
Mitchell, along with with Apollo 14 commander Alan Shepard, holds the
record for the longest ever moon walk, at nine hours and 17 minutes
following their 1971 mission.

'I happen to have been privileged
enough to be in on the fact that we've been visited on this planet and
the UFO phenomena is real,' Dr Mitchell said.

'It's been well
covered up by all our governments for the last 60 years or so, but
slowly it's leaked out and some of us have been privileged to have been
briefed on some of it.
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UFO theorists believe Roswell in New Mexico was the site of an alien crash in 1947

'I've
been in military and intelligence circles, who know that beneath the
surface of what has been public knowledge, yes - we have been visited.
Reading the papers recently, it's been happening quite a bit.'

Dr Mitchell, who has a Bachelor of Science degree in
aeronautical engineering and a Doctor of Science degree in Aeronautics
and Astronautics claimed Roswell was real and similar alien visits
continue to be investigated.

He told the astonished Kerrang!
radio host Nick Margerrison: "This is really starting to open up. I
think we're headed for real disclosure and some serious organisations
are moving in that direction.'Â

Mr Margerrison said: 'I thought
I'd stumbled on some sort of astronaut humour but he was absolutely
serious that aliens are definitely out there and there's no debating
it.'

Â Officials from NASA, however, were quick to play the comments down.

In
a statement, a spokesman said: "NASA does not track UFOs. NASA is not
involved in any sort of cover up about alien life on this planet or
anywhere in the universe.

'Dr Mitchell is a great American, but we do not share his opinions on this issue.'

Follow up comments from Clark McClelland

http://www.stargate-chronicles.com/release_mitchell.html

29 July 2008
(The 39th. Anniversary of Apollo 11 landing on the MOON, 20 July, 1969)

Clark C. McClelland, former ScO, Space Shuttle Fleet, Kennedy Space
Center, Florida, 1958 to 1992. (Photo on the right: ScO, McClelland in
the cockpit of the Space Shuttle Columbia, 1992)
In SUPPORT of MY FRIEND, Courageous, US NASA ASTRONAUT, Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 14!
I,
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Clark C. McClelland, former ScO, Space Shuttle Fleet, personally
observed an 8 to 9 foot tall ET on my 27 inch video monitors while on
duty in the Kennedy Space Center, Launch Control Center (LCC). The ET
was standing upright in the Space Shuttle Payload Bay having a
discussion with TWO tethered US NASA Astronauts! I also observed on my
monitors, the spacecraft of the ET as it was in a stabilized, safe
orbit to the rear of the Space Shuttle main engine pods. I observed
this incident for about one minute and seven seconds. Plenty of time to
memorize all that I was observing. IT WAS AN ET and Alien Star Ship!

A
friend of mine later contacted me and said that this person had also
observed an 8 to 9 foot tall ET INSIDE the SPACE SHUTTLE CREW
COMPARTMENT! Yes, inside OUR Shuttle! BOTH missions were DoD (Pentagon)
TOP SECRET (TS) encounters!

With my verifiable background, there is no Federal Government Agency that can say I am crazy!

I
am a SPACE PROGRAM PIONEER. I assisted in launching the Mercury,
Gemini, Apollo, Apollo-Soyuz, Skylab, Space Shuttle, Deep Space
Missions, and the International Space Station.

I have received character substantiation from: Walter Cronkite, Major Donald
Keyhoe, NICAP Director, Richard Hall, Assistant Director of NICAP,
Astronomer, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, etc. I served as the Assistant State of
Florida and KSC Director of MUFON, the Director of the NICAP (National
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena) at Cape Canaveral and
KSC! I have received honored mentions from US Senators, Congressman,
Military Officers and Scientists. (See my website site below for more
exciting disclosures)

In
fact, this absolutely verifies what my friend, Astronaut Edgar
Mitchell, of Apollo 14, has recently and courageously released!

I have launched or witnessed 650 missions, so far in my life!

I
am an expert in visually recognizing any crafts created and flown by
the human race, whether secret or otherwise!I know an ET and Alien
craft when I see them!

I was the Director of the NICAP
Unit-3 actual X-Files at Cape Canaveral and the Kennedy Space Center,
1958 to 1992! YES, the ACTUAL X-FILES!! Aliens ARE HERE!! They walk
among US! They may be implanted into OUR various earth governments!!

What
I know, they would NOT allow me to publish! I have written at least
three books to release the TRUTH to all of the HUMAN RACE! I was on the
leading edge of this subject, and I have met with many NASA and other
astronauts throughout the years I have been involved in the Military,
NASA Space Programs, 1958 to 1992! I have heard many experiences of ETs
having been seen on the Moon, etc., by NASA Astronauts and I relate
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these and more in my books.

NASA is not a CIVILIAN SPACE
AGENCY! The Pentagon owns NASA! Some of the DoD (Department of Defense)
missions I participated in were TOP SECRET! Those missions carried TS
Satellites and other space mission hardware into orbit where several
crews met with ETs! I am ready to tell my story, but, for compensation,

Clark C. McClelland,
former ScO, Space Shuttle Fleet,
Kennedy Space Center, Florida.

Â

Â

Â
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